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Abstract
Importance driven half-toning (IDH) presents a method for reduced resource rendering of gray
scale images. This approach uses an image pyramid to distribute drawing primitives to different
areas of the image based on an importance function. The original paper showed how a wide variety
of effects can be achieved using a combination of importance functions and drawing primitives.
In this paper we show that by storing multiple pyramid representations of the image we can use
different geometric primitives in different areas of the image.
The application of IDH to colour is then explored. We show that each of the red, green, and
blue bands of the image can be used as bases for IDH. We show some images that are obtained in
this manner. Finally we introduce a drawing mode based on a teaching drawing style (Esgrafiado
with black ink) where a black layer is scratched off a coloured background. The resulting system
provides the artist with a large number of parameters with which to render stylized images. We
conclude the paper with some examples of our technique being applied to standard images.
Keywords: Half-toning, Bandpass piramid, Importance function, Limited resource rendering,
Non-photorealistic rendering, Multiple resolution representations, Multiple pyramids representa-
tion, Scratching off technique.
1 Introduction
It is now standard practice to present photos in a stylized manner. Common packages such
as photoshop allows the user to alter the image in a variety of ways. There are a large number
of filters that can be used to achieve a variety of effects. This interest in altering images has also
driven a number of researchers to present techniques or filters with which the images can be altered
[11, 1, 13, 6, 9, 8, 14, 15, 4, 12, 7, 5, 2, 3]. In this paper we present an extension to one such technique,
Importance Driven Halftoning presented by Streit and Buchanan.
Importance Driven Halftoning [10] is a technique
that allows the user to render an image using reduced
resources. The idea behind this paper is straight for-
ward. An image pyramid is constructed and then used
to distribute a fixed number of drawing primitives.
Given a    image (the n  level of the pyra-
mid) the next level ( 	
 ) is constructed by applying a
   box filter to the n  level of the image (see Figure
2(a)). This process is repeated 	
   times until the
image is represented by a single pixel whose value is
the average intensity of the image.
Once the pyramid is constructed the drawing
primitives are distributed in a recursive manner. The
idea is to stand on top of the pyramid with a defined
number of drawing primitives. At each point in the
process we distribute the drawing primitives to the pixels on the next level down by looking at the
Figure 1: Lena, the ubiquitous image.
intensities of the four pixels below. The relative intensities of the four pixels below are interpreted as
the importance of each of these pixels (see Figure 2(b)). This process is repeated recursively for each
pixel in the pyramid until we reach the bottom of the pyramid. When we are standing at the bottom of
the pyramid we either have a primitive to draw with or we do not. In the case that we have a primitive
to draw with we invoke the appropriate drawing routine.
Streit and Buchanan showed how this approach can be used to half-tone an image. They built the
pyramid with the intensities of the image as the base level for the pyramid. The drawing primitives
that they used were black pixels. The output image was thus initialized to white and pixels were set
to black as described above. After showing how traditional half-toning could be achieved with this
approach they then explored two further issues. Different rendering primitives, and different filters to
construct the base level of the pyramid.
pixel = sum(children)/4
(a) Construction of the pyramid. Each pixel is
the average of the four pixels below.
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(b) Distribution of the primitives. 10,000
drawing primitives are distributed to the chil-
dren of the pixel. This process is repeated re-
cursively until the base level of the pyramid is
reached.
Figure 2: Importance Driven Halftoning Technique.
By using lines as drawing primitives they showed
that stylized half-toned images can easily be achieved.
They studied the use of lines with a constant length
and orientation. This resulted in a hatched, sketchy
look. They also showed that different image properties
such as the gradient and variance can be used to alter
the orientation and length of the line. This allowed
a variety of styles to be studied. In particular if the
line is scaled by the gradient strength and positioned
at 90   to the gradient vector the edges of the image are
accented.
Finally, Streit and Buchanan showed that differ-
ent effects can be achieved by filtering the base level of
the pyramid. In particular, if the base level is the gradi-
ent strength of the image then the importance pyramid
represents how much gradient strength there is in each
area of the image. When the primitives are distributed
down the pyramid they will be distributed to areas of high gradient strength. This results in a half-
Figure 3: 75% intensity and 25% gradient using Streit
and Buchanan Method. Lines are of maximum length
20 and are set 90  to the gradient direction.
toning of the image where the edges (high gradient strength) are drawn with more ink.
The base level of the image can be filtered with different linear combinations of filters. In
particular a base image that is built of 75% intensity information and 25% gradient information results
in a rendering of the image where the edges are strengthened (see figure 3).
Importance Driven Half-toning as presented by Streit and Buchanan uses a single pyramid to
represent the image. This allows custom filters to be used to build the base pyramid but does not
allow different drawing primitives to be used to accent different properties of the image. Streit and
Buchanan did not explore the application of their technique to colour images. In this paper we address
both of these issues. We first show that multiple pyramids significantly improve the IDH technique
allowing a more taylored look to be developed for gray-scale images. We then present different
ways in which this technique can be applied to colour images. In particular we introduce the idea of
scratching off a coloured layer. This technique is then shown to be useful for the rendering of gray
scale images.
2 Multi Pyramid Representation
(a) 75% of the drawing primitives are allocated
to the intensity pyramid and 25% to the gra-
dient pyramid. The intensity pyramid is ren-
dered with points and the gradient pyramid is
rendered using variable length lines that are at
90  to the gradient.
(b) 75% of the drawing primitives are allocated
to the intensity pyramid and 25% to the gra-
dient pyramid. The intensity pyramid is ren-
dered with points and the gradient pyramid is
rendered using variable length lines that are at
90  to the gradient, and are drawn in red.
Figure 4: Improved Streit-Buchanan results.
Streit and Buchanan showed how different combinations of importance functions can radically
alter the look of the resulting image. Such an example image can be seen in Figure 3. This image
clearly shows how the edges of a halftoned image can be enhanced. However it is not possible to
further exagerate the rendering of the edges of this image by using different rendering primitives
for high gradient pixels. The drawing primitives are distributed based on the combined importance
functions.
The algorithm for rendering an image using our approach then becomes
  Input from user, the number of pyramids and the filters associated with them, the number and
type of rendering primitives used for each pyramid.
  Construct the 	 pyramids

			

  for each

in

do
– Distribute  

primitives over

, where  

is the number of drawing primitives allocated
to

.
– Render

primitives using the defined primitive (line, point) for this pyramid.
If the importance functions are used to build independent pyramids then we can make a choice
at distribution time on how that importance function is going to affect the image. For example,
following in the steps of Streit and Buchanan we want to highlight the gradient by using lines that are
rotated 90   to the gradient but have constant length. This is done by distributing 75% of the drawing
primitives (as points) on the intensity pyramid, and 25% on the gradient pyramid (as lines). The
result of this operation can be seen in Figure 4(a). A slightly different rendering of this figure is seen
in Figure 4(b), where red variable length lines (maximum length 20) are used to highlight areas of
high gradient strength. This clearly illustrates that we can render different aspects of the image using
different primitives.
3 Colour IDH
Extending a halftoning technique to colour is a straight forward task, namely halftone each image
band (red, green, blue or cyan, magenta, yellow) independently. In this section we show that this is
the case for IDH. The technique can be applied independently to each colour band and the images
that are produced are what is expected. The parameter space of IDH is quite large as explained by
Streit and Buchanan. To further enhance the richness of this parameter space we introduce the idea
of scratching a layer off of an image. This simple idea translates into a wide variety of effects that
can be applied to images. We finish this section off with a quick tour of this new enriched parameter
space.
3.1 Multi-Band IDH
When half-toning a coloured image it is common practice to half-tone each of the colour bands inde-
pendently. In many cases a slightly different half-toning matrix [11] is used to ensure that the colour
pixels are not always in the same position, this is important for many colour printers where the inks
may not be completely translucent. It is natural then to attempt to use IDH on each of the colour
bands of an image. We tried this on a number of images and found that the results were reasonable.
The differences in the colour distributions translate into different importance pyramids for each of
the colours. This means1 that the distribution of the coloured pixels will be different for each of
the colour-bands. This is illustrated in figure 5(a) where we half-tone the image using an intensity
pyramid for each of the colour bands. A further example of this application of IDH can be seen in
Figure 5(b) where we construct two pyramids (intensity and gradient) for each colour. The intensity
pyramid was rendered using points and the gradient pyramid was rendered using lines. The result-
ing image illustrates that multi-band IDH produces images with a similar look to those produced by
monochromatic IDH.
This approach provides us with the capability of halftoning images using IDH on each colour
band independently. With careful tuning striking images can be produced. Based on our experimen-
1In the case that the red, green, and blue distributions are the same then the image is a simple gray-scale image.
(a) Independent rendering of red, green, and
blue using the respective intensity pyramids
(b) 90% of the drawing primitives are allocated
to the intensity pyramid 10% to the gradient
pyramid. The intensity pyramid is rendered
with points and the gradient pyramid is ren-
dered with variable length lines set at 90  to
the gradient direction.
Figure 5: Two different independent rendering.
tation all of the results and artifacts that were presented by Streit and Buchanan are reproducible in
colour using this multi band approach.
4 Scratching off a layer
In South America a method of teaching painting exists, Esgrafiado with black ink. The basic idea is
to cover a canvas with coloured paint that is then allowed to dry. The colour layer is then covered
with a layer of black ink. The artist produces the image by selectively removing the black ink cover
from the underlying coloured background.
Implementing this technique is straight forward. We allocate memory for two buffers, the back-
ground and the foreground. The over-layer is, in fact, the final image. The drawing routines are
altered so that they set colours in the final image based on the colour of the under-layer. An example
of this can be seen in Figure 7(a) where a image with a linear colour ramp is placed under a black
cover. The strokes are defined by applying IDH to the image of lena. Each time a point or a line is
drawn the colour of the primitive is defined by the background image.
In the traditional scratch black method there is little relationship between the background layer
and the image that guides the strokes. Since the background layer is an arbitrary image we can use
the same image for the background as we do for the stroke definition. In figure 7(b) we see how this
combination results in a striking image.
(a) First step: painting the can-
vas.
(b) Second step: covering the
canvas with black ink.
(c) Third step: drawing by re-
moving the black ink cover.
Figure 6: The Esgrafiado Technique.
5 Example images
Colour IDH provides the user with a wide variety of options and parameters. Do we process the colour
image colour by colour, or do we process the image based on some abstraction of the image. In many
cases it is reasonable to build a grey-scale approximation of the image, whereas in other cases we
want to process each colour independently. In our extensive evaluation of our system we have found
that it is really easy to produce incredibly ugly images. There can be too many lines, the image can
get lost in the effects, there may be a mismatch between the underlying image and the image being
rendered, etc. This is a property that colour IDH shares with the work of Streit and Buchanan. But
it is also the case that this property is shared amongst many other NPR systems or techniques. What
this means is that the system needs to be used by an artist who understands the parameters and has a
good idea of the desired effect.
In this section we present some of the more pleasant images that we produced during our ex-
ploration of colour IDH. For each of these images we discuss the parameters that were used and, if
appropriate, the steps that we took to get to that image. We are going to use two foreground images to
illustrate the technique. A photo of Lena (Fig. 1) and a painting by Calame (Fig. 8(a)). In our study
of the technique we will use the painting by Calame and a painting by Ebert (Fig. 8(b)) as background
images.
We found a nice rendering of Lena by combining all of the ideas in this paper. The image of
Lena was covered with a layer of dark orange (       	   	  ). We used two pyramids to
render the image. The first pyramid is a grey-scale intensity pyramid and the rendering primitive is
black points. The second pyramid is a gradient pyramid with lines as the rendering primitive. The
lines are drawn using the colour of the underlying image. The result of this is seen in Figure 9(a).
In order to illustrate how the first pyramid affects the texture of the image we present in Figure 9(b)
the same image without the first pyramid. Comparing the two images it is very clear that there is a
significant amount of texture added to the image in the first pass.
(a) The background image is a linear colour
ramp. 95% of the drawing primitives are al-
located to the intensity pyramid as points, 5%
to the gradient pyramid as lines. Lines are of
constant length 20 and are rotated 90  to the
gradient.
(b) The background image is the image of lena.
95% of the drawing primitives are allocated to
the intensity pyramid as points, 5% to the gra-
dient pyramid as lines. Lines are of constant
length 20 and are rotated 90  to the gradient.
Figure 7: Scratching off a black cover based on lena.
The painting by Calame presents an interesting challenge. The background in the sky has a
significant number of artifacts from the canvas of the original painting. The lower part of the image
is very dark with sharp contrasting renderings of the houses. The other aspect of this image is that
there is a lot of gradient strength around the ridges of the mountains and around the houses in the
village at the base of the mountains. This means that we had to be fairly selective in how we chose
the primitives for the rendering of the image. We present two renderings of this image. The first
(Fig. 10(a)) was rendered using a single pyramid based on the gray-scale intensity of the image. The
rendering primitives are lines of variable length aligned at 90   to the gradient. The colour of the lines
was defined by the original image. This image was constructed by scratching off a black layer.
The second rendering of the Calame painting (Fig. 10(b)) was achieved by using two pyramids.
The first pyramid is an intensity pyramid based on the gray-scale of the image, the second pyramid
is based on the gradient of the gray-scale image. The rendering primitives associated with the first
pyramid are points. The rendering primitives used to render the second pyramid are lines alinged at
90   to the gradient. The colour of the points and the lines are defined by the background image. The
cover colour used was a gray image of intensity 45%.
Finally we show how two images can be combined using this method. The basic approach
that works is to use two pyramids intensity and gradient. The intensity pyramid primitives (points)
are drawn using the background intensity. The gradient pyramid primitives are drawn using black
constant length lines aligned at 90   to the gradient. This brings out the elements of the front image.
Two examples of this are presented in Figures 11(a) and 11(b). Comparing these two images illustrates
that this automatic blending of images is not guaranteed to produce aesthetically pleasing images. We
looked at a wide variety of images both as foreground and background prior to finding these two
(a) Painting by Alexandre Calame (b) Painting by Charles Ebert
Figure 8: Two different background images
combinations. In many cases either the foreground image or the background image is not clearly
visible. After our experimentation we know that images that have a simple set of edges work best
as foreground images. The background image then has to be carefully chosen to blend well with the
foreground gradient edges.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that IDH can be extended to colour images. We showed that the halfton-
ing of colour images can be achieved by applying IDH on separate colour bands. This results in
reasonable halftoning of coloured images. However, the major contribution is to show that the pa-
rameter space of IDH is significantly enriched by this extension to colour. In particular the idea of
covering the image with a layered colour and then scratching has a lot of potential. We do not pretend
to have completely covered or analyzed the parameter space of colour IDH. However, we believe that
the images presented show the potential of this technique for rendering stylized images.
In addition to the extension to coloured images we showed that by separating the image pyramid
into multiple pyramids the original IDH is improved. The improvement being that different rendering
primitives can be used for different aspects of the image.
At last it could be interesting to show how this approach works with different kinds of drawing
styles as those proposed by Hertzmann, Salesin and others.
(a) 95% of the drawing primitives are allocated
to the intensity pyramid as black points, 5% to
the gradient pyramid as lines with the back-
ground color. Lines are of constant length 20
and are rotated 90  to the gradient.
(b) 5% of the drawing primitives are allocated
to the gradient pyramid as lines with the back-
ground color. Lines are of constant length 20
and are rotated 90  to the gradient.
Figure 9: Scratching off a dark orange cover based on Lena. The background image is the image of Lena.
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(a) The over-layer is a black cover. 100% of
the drawing primitives are allocated to the in-
tensity pyramid as lines with the background
color. Lines are of variable length and are ro-
tated 90  to the gradient.
(b) The over-layer is a gray cover (45% of
intensity). The drawing primitives are dis-
tributed amongst one intensity pyramid and
two gradient pyramids. 60% of the drawing
primitives are allocated to the intensity pyra-
mid as points with the background color, 25%
are variable length lines rotated 90  to the gra-
dient and drawn with the background color,
5% are lines of constant length 14, rotated 90 
to the gradient and drawn in black color.
Figure 10: Scratching off a cover based on Calame painting. The background image is the Calame painting.
(a) Lena over the painting by Calame. The
intensity pyramid is used to draw the back-
ground image through, and the gradient lines
are drawn in black to highlight lena features.
(b) Lena over the painting by Ebert. The
intensity pyramid is used to draw the back-
ground image through, and the gradient lines
are drawn in black to highlight lena features.
Figure 11: Scratching off Lena image over different paintings.
